LPCS brings communities together to empower individuals facing homelessness and poverty to secure stable housing and make sustainable life changes.

LPCS COLORING KIT

Chicago based Artist, Sam Kirk, teamed up with Xfinity last year to create a mural for the new Lincoln Park Community Services location in Chicago’s Old Town Neighborhood. The mural shares the journey, as shared by many of LPCS members, in what their experience has been as homeless residents in Chicago that are working toward changing their future - with the help of LPCS.

While many of us are spending some time at home over these next few weeks, we can’t help but think about our homeless residents in Chicago and across the world, and the members and staff at LPCS. To continue to raise awareness for the LPCS Community we have teamed up to share Sam’s mural artwork as a small coloring kit. Our hope is this will give you a closer look at the journey of some of the LPCS residents and provide some positive creative fun during this time.

Once you have completed your coloring book, take the pages and piece them together to create your own mini-mural!

Have fun, stay safe and healthy!
COLOR!

PIECE THEM TOGETHER

BUILD A MINI-MURAL
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